September 7, 2016

Campbell Granted Title of OTEAM Student
Coordinator
by: Morgan Campbell
Morgan Campbell has been granted the position of OTEAM
Student

Coordinator

at

Indiana

University-Purdue

University Indianapolis (IUPUI) on August 1, 2016.
For the past 2 years, Campbell has been a summer
orientation leader and First Year Seminar mentor for IUPUI
OTEAM. Her personable skills and outgoing personality is
what helped her gain a position as a leader. Throughout her
summer as a leader, she grew into a more focused
individual who was ready for a different path. Being the face
of IUPUI as an orientation leader was an experience of its own, but being the backbone of the
program and facilitating the team is what she wanted to do next.
Being on OTEAM wasn’t her only job as a student. Before then, Campbell worked as a Bell
Attendant at The Marriott Downtown hotel located in downtown Indianapolis. In this position, she
was required to greet all guests and assist them in any way that was needed. This job gave her
skills that boosted her customer service and approachability. Meeting a diverse amount of
guests from traveling businessmen to football star Peyton Manning’s parents. Teamwork,
collaboration, and adaptability were 3 huge takeaways from Campbell’s time at the Marriott.
Before she chose OTEAM, Campbell was like any other undergraduate student at IUPUI. Only 2
years ago, she moved from Shelby, Indiana after graduating from Kankakee Valley High School
in Wheatfield, Indiana. Campbell began IUPUI in Fall of 2014 and is currently studying
journalism with a concentration in public relations. Her plans include minoring in communication
studies and sports marketing. She hopes to become a Sports Public Relations Specialist with
the dream of working for the NCAA or the NFL.
Campbell will be beginning her newly granted position as a Student Coordinator immediately
along with 4 other undergraduate students.
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